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Overview

- **Proposal Development Process**
  - Timeline & Internal Assistance & Process
  - Guidance Structure & Determining FOA
  - Reading FOA & Getting Started

- **Proposal Documents & Budget**
  - Forms & Files
  - Budget Types
  - Subcontracts
  - Common Errors

- **Communication with NIH**
  - Scientific Contacts
  - Scientific Review Officers
  - Post submission
  - eRA Commons
Life Cycle of a Grant

Idea → Research Team → Institution

NIH → Center for Scientific Review
Assigns to IC/review group

Study Section

Institute Director
Takes final action

Advisory Council
Recommends action

Institute
Evaluates program relevance

NIH

Reviews scientific merit

Office of the Vice President for Research
Norman Campus and Norman Campus Programs at OU-Tulsa
Timeline *before* Due Date

1. Lit review and prelim data
2. Find an institute (IC) and funding opportunity (FOA)
3. Build your research team

4-8 Months

4. Submit OU Info sheet
5. Draft a one-page Specific Aims (SA)
6. Send SA to Program Officer (& SRO)
7. Build your review team

2-4 Months

8. Write & Review
9. Preliminary routing to ORS

2-4 Weeks

10. Start submitting Application components to ORS

1 Week

11. Complete submission
NIH Submission Process at OU

1. PI decides they are likely submitting and the solicitation number.
2. PI submits an OU Information Sheet (Info Sheet).
3. PI considers scope, objectives, personnel; makes draft budget with ORS; makes sure ORS is aware of any subcontracts, collaborators, or consultants.
4. PI sends final budget, draft summary/abstract, and draft budget justification to ORS (subcontract packages also needed at this time).
5. ORS does the routing package; internal routing for permission to submit begins; PI continues work on submission files.
6. ORS pulls application package and starts completing forms and loading budget; notifies PI when routing is complete.
7. PI sends submission files to ORS (we prefer these be sent as soon as you think they are done); individual files are needed.
8. ORS loads submission files, checks formatting if time is available; sends print copy to PI (if time is available)
9. ORS does electronic validation and submission; tracking number given to PI.
10. ORS receives tracking emails; PI receives notice from eCommons; 2 day validation phase is open (ONLY useful if proposal is submitted early).
11. Validation phase closes; proposal enters PO/NIH in processing for sorting to study section.
Internal Process (assistance)

• Office of Research Services (ORS)
  – How ORS is arranged
  – What ORS does
  – Website
    • Funding
    • Resources
    • Events/Workshops

• Center for Faculty Excellence
ORS Organization for Proposals

VPRP
Dr. Tomás Díaz de la Rubia

Andrea Deaton AVPR & Exec. Director

Pre Award
Fran Stephens

Research Information Services
Proposal Development Services
Sponsored Programs Coordinators

Post Award
Sherri Smith

Post Award Financial Services

Re-aligned under Controller/FSS
New PAFS name is Research Financial Services

Office of the Vice President for Research
NORMAN CAMPUS AND NORMAN CAMPUS PROGRAMS AT OU-TULSA
ORS Overview - Consists of 3 primary areas – Research Information Services, Proposal Development Specialists, Sponsored Programs Coordinators (plus Information Analyst, Data Manager, and Research Programs & Training Coordinator)

- **Research Information Services (RIS) (Pre-Award)**
  - Distributes some funding announcements; helps with registration for Community of Science-Pivot, assists with some compliance items like FCOI and RCR training tracking

- **Proposal Development Specialist (PDS) (Pre-Award)**
  - Helps with guideline interpretation, budget development, some special certifications and forms, internal routing, some compliance clearance/coordination, and submission

- **Sponsored Programs Coordinators (Pre-Award)**
  - Negotiates for OU, obtains signatures for agreements/contracts, sets up award accounts, does some coordination with Legal, OTD, Export Control and other compliance areas.
Submit an Infosheet to start proposal process

https://ors.ou.edu/proposal/infosheet/infotype/CMSInfosheet.asp
How Guidance ‘funnels’ down

• Federal Requirements (Uniform Administration Requirements, Cost Principles, Audit requirements [Uniform Guidance – UG])—Code Federal Requirements = CFR Title 2 Parts 1 - 5999

• Agency Guidelines
  – General and sometimes specific (use both)
  – NIH usually has at least both (General Instructions/Standard Instructions plus PA/RFA)
  – Special instructions (NIH calls theirs ‘notices’)

• State Requirements

• Local Policy
National Institutes of Health

• How to Look for FOA -- where to start:
  – [https://www.nih.gov/grants-funding](https://www.nih.gov/grants-funding)

• Finding your institute
  – 27 Institutes & Centers
  – NIH Matchmaker:
    [https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter_matchmaker.cfm](https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter_matchmaker.cfm)
Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs)

• Parent Announcements
• Program Announcements (PAs)
• Request for Application (RFAs)
• “Clinical Trials Required/Allowed/Not Allowed” (the 4 Questions) https://grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials.htm

NIH defines ‘intervention’ as a manipulation of a subject or their environment for the purpose of modifying one or more health-related biomedical or behavioral processes and/or endpoints. Examples include: drugs…devices; procedures …; delivery systems…; strategies to change health related behavior…; treatment…, prevention…, and diagnostic strategies. Policy personnel have said to translate the word ‘intervention’ as ‘interaction’.

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/description.htm
Reading an opportunity

• Application Review Information
• Agency Contacts
  – Find the Program Officer & Scientific Review Officer
• NIH’s annotated guide:
  – [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/Annotated_FOA.pdf](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/Annotated_FOA.pdf)

Note that NIH may call an RFP, PA, or solicitation an FOA (Funding Opportunity Announcement).
Found an Opportunity?

• You need to complete:
  – eRA Commons account
  – ORCID registration (depending on solicitation)
  – Very rarely grants.gov registration (most submissions done under OU’s registration)

• Submit your Info sheet to ORS as early as possible
  • Helps ORS prioritize
  • Assigns Proposal Services Specialist
  • Provides critical information for follow-up
  • Public Health Service Financial Conflict of Interest (PHS FCOI)

• NIH Guide to applying
Proposal Documents & Budget overview

- Common Forms and Files (Parents and regular solicitations; not Fellowships, Training, SBIR/STTR, Career)
- Optional, Unusual Forms and Files or those that are usually specified in specific program announcement
- Determining Detailed or Modular Budget (and special provisions)
- Subcontracts and Collaborations
- Avoiding Common Errors
Common Forms and Files

• SF 424 R&R Cover Form
  – Your PDS completes this form
  – Certified upon submission
  – Uses data from info sheet unless you specify differently
  – If data from info sheet changes then check the routing and form (if you give time for a full print to be sent for review)
    • Check your address; especially if you are in Stephenson
    • Check the title

• Project/Performance Sites Form
  – Your PDS completes this form
  – Uses OU data plus (as appropriate) subcontracts and sometimes collaborators/consultant info – PI needs to help provide
    • Includes congressional district, county, and zip plus four required
Common Forms and Files

• R&R Other Project Information Form
  – Form part ORS does based on info sheet and questions to PI
    (questions are related to Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals,
    Proprietary [note markings], Historical Performance Site,
    Environmental Impact, and International work or collaborators)
  – Files are needed from the PI to complete this form (we’re going to go
    through these)
    • Project Summary/Abstract (also has link to font and margin specifications)
    • Project Narrative
    • Bibliography & References Cited
    • Other Attachments
    • Facilities and Other Resources
    • Equipment
Common Forms and Files

• R&R Other Project Information Form cont....

  – Files

  • Project Summary/Abstract
    – Succinct and accurate description of proposed work in first person; broad, long term objectives and specific aims and relevance to NIH mission; key focus of proposal
    – 30 lines (not sentences)
    – Releasable to public (no proprietary or confidential information)
    – Some solicitations will specify additional info to be included

  • Project Narrative
    – 3 sentences (error program appears to count the periods when NIH uses it)
    – Relevance of research to public health
    – Releasable to public
Common Forms and Files

• R&R Other Project Information Form cont....
  – Files
    • Bibliography & References Cited
      – Required on all submissions unless otherwise noted in solicitation
      – Should cite any reference included in the Research Plan form and the Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information form (basically whole proposal)
      – No page limit but you are expected to be concise.
      – May include URLs or PubMed ID (PMID) numbers along with the full reference
    • Other Attachments
      – Attach a file here only in accordance with the solicitation or agency specific instructions
      – Common one is ‘Foreign Justification (tied back to Q 6 on ‘Other Project Info’ form)
      – Do not use to get around page restrictions
Common Forms and Files

• R&R Other Project Information Form cont....

  – Files

  • Facilities and Other Resources

    – What is On Hand to assist with the proposed work

      » Scientific environment and how it contributes to probability of success
        (institutional support, physical resources, and intellectual rapport) Unique
        features of scientific environment or subject populations or collaborative
        arrangements.

    – Early State Investigators should describe institutional investment in success of PI
      (resources for classes/training, supervision, career enrichment programs,
      logistical support, administrative management and oversight, financial support
      such as protected time for research with salary support)

  • Equipment

    – What is On Hand and already available for this project; and if appropriate identify
      the equipment’s location and pertinent capabilities

      » Don’t laundry list - think about what your proposed work needs

      » Don’t overlook items outside your lab and close to OU or with collaborator
        involvement
Common Forms and Files

• PHS 398 Cover Page Supplement Form
  – ORS completes form using information from PI
  – Used for all NIH grant applications except fellowships
  – If you answered yes to Vertebrate Animals on the Other Project Information Form then you have to answer Qs on euthanasia
  – Program Income anticipated (usually none)
  – Human embryonic stem cells section (and cell line registry information)
  – Change of PI or institution; Invention & Patent questions--only related to renewals and awards
Common Forms and Files

- R&R Sr/Key Person Profile Form
  - PI info pulls into form from entry on cover page; All other key personnel must be added
    - Substantial, meaningful contribution to scientific development or execution of the project regardless of salary requested
    - If OU-Norman most info may pull from Cayuse system
    - If person is not OU – Norman employee the PI needs to provide info to PDS for loading
  - eCommons id is needed for PI (and anyone designated as PI; if you designate multiple PIs then you need Multiple PI Management Plan)
    - Profile for those loaded needs to match their role – can cause ERROR after submission
    - NIH does not use coPI designation – common to use Co-Investigator or to designate as ‘other’ and then put coPI
  - Zip plus 4 required
  - For all Sr/Key Personnel a bio sketch file is needed – use current format
  - No Current & Pending support file needed at submission unless specifically requested in solicitation; if NIH wants it they request it
Common Forms and Files

- PHS 398 Research Plan (no form entry -- it is all files from the PI)
  - Introduction File
    - Only required for resubmission or revision
    - 1 page (unless otherwise specified in solicitation)
    - Summarizes substantial additions, deletions, and changes to the application and responds to issues and criticisms of reviewers/program officers
  - Specific Aims File
    - Always required unless solicitation specifies otherwise
    - 1 page (unless otherwise specified in solicitation)
    - Concisely state goals and summarize expected outcomes including impact on the research field; list specific objectives
Common Forms and Files

• PHS 398 Research Plan cont.....
  – Research Strategy (Scientific Premise, Rigor, Consider relevant Biological Variables)
    • Page Length varies by solicitation (usually 6 or 12) you must check NIH link https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/format-and-write/page-limits.htm or it may be specified in the solicitation
    • Discuss overall strategy, methodology and analysis; do not duplicate information in the PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information Form
    • Unless told otherwise must organize into sections (and label sections) of Significance, Innovation, and Approach (general guidelines have specific things they are looking for in each section and the specific solicitation may also have guidance) (more info next slide)
Common Forms and Files

• PHS 398 Research Plan cont.....
  – Unless told otherwise must organize into sections (and label sections) of Significance, Innovation, and Approach
    – Significance (importance of problem or critical barrier that project addresses, describe scientific premise including strengths and weaknesses of published research or preliminary data; how will proposed project improve scientific knowledge, technical capability or clinical practice....
    – Innovation (how application challenges or seeks to shift current research or clinical practice paradigms; describe novel concepts, approaches, methodologies, instrumentation or interventions..., refinements, improvements, or new applications of theoretical concepts, approaches,.......
    – Approach (overall strategy, methodology, and analysis to accomplish specific aims; describe experimental design....if not addressed in Resource Sharing Plan you must include how data will be collected and analyzed....discuss potential problems, trials, biological variables, safety concerns, .......)
Common Forms and Files

- **PHS 398 Research Plan cont.....**
  
  - Vertebrate Animals File
    
    - Required if you answer yes to vertebrate animals on Other Project Information Form
    
    - You must address specific information in 3 criteria (Description of Procedures, Justifications, Minimization of Pain and Distress (see General Instructions))
    
    - Besides the criteria there are two other items to address (collaborating sites and when and how animals are expected to be used if the plans have not been finalized)
    
    - There is an NIH worksheet for animals that may help plus links to NIH’s Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare and their policy statement on Animal Welfare Requirements
Common Forms and Files

- PHS 398 Research Plan cont.....
  - Consortium/Contractual Arrangements
    - Explain programmatic, fiscal, and administrative arrangements to be made between applicant and consortium organizations; if the consortium is significant explain why the applicant organization rather than the ultimate performer should be the grantee
    - Normally the official subcontract letter is loaded here.
  - Letters of Support
    - All combined into one PDF (do not place in the Appendix)
    - Demonstrate support of consortium participants and collaborators
    - There is a lot of information about what the letters should include or not include (see page 147)
    - Do not include bio sketches with letters of support from consultants; if you want to include their bio sketch add them as Sr/Key personnel
Common Forms and Files

- **PHS 398 Research Plan cont…..**
  - Resource Sharing Plan
    - Usually optional but may be specified as required in specific solicitation
    - Caveat on optional is that it falls outside of parameters listed in content for a Resource Sharing Plan ($500,000 or more in direct costs, model organisms, genomic data sharing)
    - In practice is a good idea to always provide unless solicitation says you can’t (otherwise you must address at least data sharing in your research strategy)
Common Forms and Files

• PHS 398 Research Plan cont.....

  – Appendix (after January 24, 2018)
    • Refer to solicitation to determine if there are any special appendix instructions for your application (for example: none allowed)
    • 10 PDF attachments are allowed; if you need more than 10 spaces then combine remaining info into Attachment 10.
    • Use file names that are descriptive of content.
    • Attachment one is encouraged to have a summary sheet of all the items included in the Appendix
    • What can be included as an Appendix is very restrictive/limited (see general guidelines)
    • Appendix section is closely looked at and if you are considered non-compliant or trying to circumvent page limits in other areas of the proposal the application will be withdrawn and not reviewed.
Common Forms and Files

• PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information
  – Human Subjects – **Be Aware – there are new forms and guidance** (and it will probably affect the solicitation you select if you are doing a parent solicitation).
  – You must complete the R&R Other Project Information Form first as it prefills parts of this form.
  – If you answer that no human subjects research is being done then you answer a few more questions on this form (ORS will send you the questions and then complete the form for you) and you send a file to upload on the form with your justification unless there are other instructions in the solicitation (specific info on what the justification must include is in the General Instructions)
Common Forms and Files

- PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information cont...
  - If you answer yes to the question ‘are human subjects involved’; on the R&R Other Project Information Form then you need to provide additional files and information.
    - Other Requested Information File (only if a renewal or if the specific solicitation tells you to have this file)
    - You need to complete a Study Record Attachment File for each proposed study (your PDS will send you either a form extract or a list of what information is needed)
    - Each study record must have a unique name – use the guidance from the General Instructions to provide answers/build the study record (page 230-258)
    - Besides the study record you also need a justification file for delayed onset studies and you will need several other files and fields filled in (Recruitment and Retention Plan, Inclusion or Women and Minorities, Inclusion of Children, Inclusion Enrollment Reports, Planned Enrollment Tables, Protection and Monitoring Plan, Data Safety and Monitoring Plan.
    - Do not assume you don’t need to provide negative responses or that you don’t need a file.
    - There are also several links to other information and directions to NIH’s Clinical Trial’s Website [https://grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials.htm](https://grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials.htm)
Optional/Unusual Forms and Files

• Cover Letter
  – Usually optional (unless it is a changed/corrected proposal)
    • See General Instructions for when NIH wants one
  – Has specific items they want to see

• Progress Report Publication List (only needed for renewal application)

• SFLLL (Disclosure of Lobbying Activities)
  – If needed PDS will do (usually not needed)
Optional/Unusual Forms and Files

• Select Agent Research
  – No page limit but be succinct.
  – Only needed if your proposal involves use of select agents at applicant organization or any performance site
  – Select agents are hazardous biological agents and toxins identified by HHS or USDA as potential to pose severe threat to public health and safety, to animal and plant health or to animal and plant products
  – There is a list of agents via a link and there is also a list of excluded agents (these still require a file and statement)
  – You must address three points (Identify the select agents; Provide registration status of entities where used, Provide description of facilities where used [with specific info needed])
Optional/Unusual Forms and Files

• Multiple PD/PI Leadership plan
  – Needed if you designate more than one PI on submission
  – Includes rationale for choosing multiple PI approach, governance and organizational structure of the leadership team, communications plans, how to resolve conflicts, roles and administrative, technical, and scientific responsibilities for the project. If budget is allocated then how it is being distributed and managed.

• PHS Assignment Request Form
  – Usually an optional form but may be specified in a particular solicitation
  – We recommend providing one as it can help determine the correct handling of your proposal by NIH (the study section)
  – You only need to complete the fields you want
Optional/Unusual Forms and Files

• Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources File
  – Describes methods to ensure the identity and validity of key biological and/or chemical resources used in the proposed studies
  – A factor in Rigor and Reproducibility (see link in General Instructions)
  – Needed if you are using any biological or chemical resource that isn’t considered a standard laboratory item or reagent
  – Includes chemical or biological resources that may or may not be generated with NIH funds
  – A maximum of one page is suggested.

• NOTE: Interactive Forms
  – On occasion the solicitation may have or prescribe a form be downloaded from a website or the application that is interactive; sometimes they can be reloaded into the application file as interactive and sometimes they need to be saved as a pdf to load; - be sure to check guidance and work with your PDS
Determining Budget Type

• An NIH submission will have either an R&R Budget Form (called detailed budget) or PHS 398 Modular Budget Form (never both)
  – Sometimes the solicitation will mandate which form must be used (and could also specify another form)
  – Usually it is determined by the direct costs threshold (what direct costs you are requesting for the whole project)
  – Detailed = >$250,000 in direct costs in a budget period
  – Modular = < $250,000 in direct costs in a budget period
Other Budget Considerations

• If you are wanting to request more than $500,000 in direct costs in any one budget period you usually must get prior approval from the awarding component (no later than 6 weeks prior to submission)

• If you or someone on your proposal exceeds the current NIH salary cap ($192,300 for 12 mo.; $144,225 for 9 mo.) then the amount over the cap is automatic cost share (no income and must be tracked internally).
Other Budget Considerations

- Internally at OU you will have an OU spreadsheet which is a detailed budget that routes.
- In the Application we choose if we are filling out a Detailed budget or a Modular Budget based on the parameters mentioned.
- Your PDS loads the budget in the application based on the budget form needed or specified in the guidance and the data on the budget form that routes internally at OU.
- If you have a subcontract the data that is loaded for the budget depends on whether you have a detailed or modular budget (more information later)
Differences in Detailed & Modular Budget

- **Detailed Budget**
  - Has line by line entries for each amount/category of funds you are requesting for each year (for example: a salary entry = each OU PI/coPI name, position, base salary, percent of time, salary requested, fringe benefits, total)
  - Also has a detailed budget justification
  - If subcontracts are involved then they also have a full detailed budget form and justification that must be loaded

- **Modular Budget**
  - Budget total must be in increments of $25,000 in direct costs. Each year’s entry has a modular total, info on subcontract, indirect cost entry, totals and rate agreement info.
  - The budget justification is reduced to just Personnel Information
  - If there is a subcontract there is an abbreviated Consortium budget justification that is loaded.
  - If your modules differ – for example one year is $200,000 and one year is $175,000 then you have to provide a sentence or two on why there is a difference (for example in the first year you bought equipment).
Subcontracts and Collaborations

• Determining Subcontract
  – A Subcontract is a person (usually at an organization) that is substantially involved in the proposal (helps make programmatic decisions and will be a co-author on any publications)
  – A Vendor is providing something anyone can order (like testing for a fee).
  – A Consultant is someone who is involved in a limited manner (short time like a few weeks in summer, or limited scope like an advisory board); usually a Vendor or Consultant is not involved in programmatic decisions; A Consultant may or may not be involved in publications.

• Normally NIH considers a Collaborator to be someone who is assisting you for no budget consideration; however, the term is still very broadly used; Co-Investigator is also very common; CoPI is normally not used.
Subcontracts and Collaborations

• Routing paperwork needed
  – Statement of work
  – Budget
  – Budget justification
  – Official letter of commitment from someone with authority to commit the organization (an authorized official)
  – Negotiated rate agreement or link info (if an idc rate is used)

Note that for a vendor we don’t need anything (if you have a quote that is good to keep) and we recommend for consultants to have an email or letter from them on what they agree to do for you (but we don’t need this at this time either).
Subcontracts and Collaborations

• Submission paperwork needed for both detailed and modular related submissions
  – Performance Site information (may not be needed if not a subcontract)
  – Bio sketch in correct format
  – Letter of Support from PI (normally if external to OU)
  – Official subcontract letter (part of subcontract package)

• Additional files needed for detailed submissions
  – Detailed budget justification (part of subcontract package)
  – **R&R Subcontract Budget Form** detailed budget extract (detailed budget loaded on importable form) usually must be provided by subcontract’s ORS equivalent.
Avoid Common Errors:

• Missing Attachments
  – Specific question answers or form entries can drive the need for an attachment
    • Human Subjects
    • Vertebrate Animals
    • Multiple PD/PI Leadership Plan
    • Contractual Arrangements

• Page Limit Exceeded
  – May be determined by type of proposal or specified in FOA

Avoid Common Errors:

- Incorrect Format
  - Format guidance overall
    - Font size 11 points or larger (text in figures and charts may be smaller but must be legible at 100% view) – watch conversions
      - Recommended fonts are Arial, Georgia, Helvetica and Palatino Linotype
    - Type density no more than 15 characters per inch; Line spacing no more than 6 lines per vertical inch
    - No restriction on text color but high contrast, easy to print preferred
    - Paper size is no larger than standard letter paper size
    - Margins are at least one-half inch on all sides
  - Use Format Pages given by NIH
    - Biosketch (format pages, instructions, and samples; dated 2020)
      - https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/biosketch.htm
    - Data Tables
    - Additional info (senior personnel, performance site, other support)
      - https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/format-pages.htm
Avoid Common Errors:

- **PDF**
  - Use simple format; disable security features like password
- **Keep file names 50 characters or less**
  - File names must be unique within the application
  - Use meaningful names especially for ‘other attachments’
  - Only use one space (not two or more) between words or characters; don’t start with a space
- **Hyperlinks and URLs are only allowed when specifically noted** (typically only in citing publications)
- **Do not use appendix or other sections to circumvent page limits**
- **Do not include headers or footers**
  - Simple section headers as part of text (Significance, Approach) are encouraged; Some announcements will provide guidance on specific headings.
Talking to NIH overview

• Talking to NIH
  – Scientific Contacts
  – Scientific Review Officers
  – Post submission
  – eRA Commons
Life Cycle of a Grant

Idea

Funding Announcement: 9 months

Institute Director

Advisory Council

PO

SRO

Council Review: 5-6 months

Peer review: 3-4 months

NIH

Assigns to IC/review group

Center for Scientific Review

Study Section

Research Team

Submission

Institution

Funds

Takes final action

Reviews scientific merit

PO

Evaluates program relevance

Recommends action

A Typical Institute/Center

Office of the Vice President for Research

Norman Campus and Norman Campus Programs at OU-Tulsa
## Contacting NIH staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When to Contact</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>SRO</th>
<th>GS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Before Application Submission</strong> to discuss:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Research idea (or specific aims) &amp; fit with IC/priorities</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grant programs and funding opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Questions about application and review process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After Submission/Before Peer Review</strong> to discuss:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Review assignment or concerns (e.g., panel expertise)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Request to send additional/corrective materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After Peer Review</strong> to discuss:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Summary statement and response to reviewer critiques</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potential for application resubmission</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>At any point</strong> to discuss:</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Budget questions/administrative issues about award</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interpretation of grants policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PO=Program Officer; SRO=Scientific Review Officer; GS=Grants Specialist
Contacting your PO

• Program Officers work for the Institute and play a role in funding decisions
  – You can talk to them before submitting, then after the review session
• Always make sure your idea fits the institute and funding opportunity
  – Send Specific Aims draft
  – Ask for “programmatic relevance”
  – Ask if they can comment on the Impact
  – Ask if they have any Study Section recommendations
• You PO works for you but respect their time
• Once you have an assigned study section, you can ask your PO to listen in on review

Contacting your SRO

• Not necessary to contact pre-review, but can help identify a Study Section
• Scientific Review Officers typically work for Center for Scientific Review (CSR)
• SRO (non-voting) will sit in on your review
• May be listed if FOA, or you have to wait for assignment
  – If pre-listed, send Specific Aims and some possible Study Sections... ask for for fit
  – If assigned in eRA Commons, contact once listed

Post Study Section

- All applications (with the scores) go back to IC Review Council (includes your PO)
- At this stage, direct all questions to PO
- eRA Commons ([https://public.uat.era.nih.gov/commons](https://public.uat.era.nih.gov/commons))
  - Final Impact Score within 3 days
  - Summary statement available within 4 – 8 weeks
  - Status codes: [https://era.nih.gov/Docs/era_status_codes.pdf](https://era.nih.gov/Docs/era_status_codes.pdf)
- Funding in ~9 months
- Contact from NIH regarding the submission should usually be shared with ORS as soon as possible. (Revision, JIT, Award, Update)
Status in eRA Commons

Status Information

Project Title: My Amazing Proposal

PI Name: Grant, Anita
NIH Appl ID: 1234567
Application ID: 1 R01 123456-01

Status:
Scientific Review Group review completed.
Council review pending. Refer any questions to Program Official.

Other Relevant Documents

e-Application
Summary Statement

Additions for Review

Review

Application

Award Document Number: R01123456A
FSR Accepted Code: N
Snap Indicator Code:
Impact Score: 25
Percentile: 7.0

Study Section

Scientific Review Group: BMBI
Council Meeting Date (YYYY/MM): 2014/05
Meeting Date: 02/06/2014
Meeting Time: 08:00
Study Roster: View Meeting Roster

Advisory Council (AC)
NIH Grant and Review Information

- National Institutes of Health: http://www.nih.gov
  - Office of Extramural Research
    https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm
  - Grants Policy
- Open Mike blog https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/category/blog/

  - Resources for Applicants
    http://www.csr.nih.gov/ResourcesforApplicants
  - CSR Study Section Descriptions
    http://public.csr.nih.gov/StudySections
  - CSR Rosters and Meeting Dates
    http://public.csr.nih.gov/RosterAndMeetings
Who do I contact?

- Research Information Specialist (RIS) -- serves all PIs (will answer some questions and provide referrals) – ris@ou.edu
  - RIS – best contact on general questions, setting up a user account with a sponsor or if you don’t know who to contact with a question. They may also be able to provide upcoming training dates or guidance on where information is located on the website.

- Proposal Development Specialists (PDS), and Sponsored Program Coordinators (SPCs)—serve based primarily on alphabet/PI last name (see handout) –
  - PDS - best contact on questions related to budget, solicitation/guidelines, how proposal process works at OU, and submission
  - SPC – best contact on questions related to requests from sponsor after submission, contracts, agreements, supplements, modifications

- ORS also coordinates and works closely with Center for Faculty Excellence to help PI get proposal assistance.
Questions?
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